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A pair (‘6, U) consisting of a category % with coequalizers and a functor II: K”-Set is a weak 
quasi-variety if U has a left adjoint and U preserves and reflects regular epis. It is known that 
every weak quasi-variety is equivalent o a concrete quasi-variety, i.e. a category of Z-algebras 
which has all free algebras and which is closed with respect o products and subalgebras. It is also 
known that if U preserves manic direct limits, %’ is equivalent o a concrete quasi-variety of 
Z-algebras in which Zcontains no furxtion symbols of infinite rank; and if U preserves all direct 
limits, I; is equivalent o a concrete quasi-variety of Z-algebras definable by a set of implications 
of the form 
(1,=s,h-hl,=s,) = t,+,=s,+, 
where ti and si are Z-terms and m is a nonnegative integer. This paper concerns everal definitions 
of ‘finiteness’ in a category theoretic setting and some theorems on weak quasi-varieties. Two 
main theorems characterize those weak quasi-varieties (x; U) such that U preserves all direct 
limits. 
0. Introduction 
A ‘signature’ or ‘operator domain’ Z is a family of pairwise disjoint sets Z,,, 
indexed by the cardinal numbers. (Unless 2” is eventually empty, Z will be a proper 
class. If Z,, is empty for all infinite cardinals n, Z will be called a finitary signature.) 
A Z-algebra is a set A equipped with a function CA : A”-‘A, for each n and each 
acz2’,. A concrete quasi-variety of Z-algebras is a class 2 of Z-algebras with the 
properties that 9 is closed under subalgebras, products and contains all free 
algebras. A concrete quasi-variety is a concrete variety if in addition 3 is closed 
under homomorphic images. Note that if ,?Z is a proper class, the collection of all 
Z-algebras fails to have free algebras generated by nonempty sets. If 1 is a concrete 
quasi-variety of Z-algebras where Z is finitary, 3 is a universal Horn class if 3 is the 
class of all models of a set of sentences of the form 
(f, =s,A”‘At,=Sm) = tm+l =sm+l (0.1) 
* On leave from Department of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Stevens Institute of Technology. 
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where t; and Si are Z-terms and m is a nonnegative integer. 
The characterization by category theoretic properties of both concrete quasi- 
varieties and varieties was achieved by Lawvere [3] (the details are given more fully 
in [l] and [5]). We will formulate our version of this characterization below. First, if 
Ui : Vi+Set, i= 1.2 are set valued functors, we will call a functor @ : ‘e, + g2-a 
functor between the pairs 
(Vlr 4)-(~2, U2) 
if the diagram 
@ 
V, - %? 2 
“I 
\/ 
u2 
Set 
(0.2) 
commutes. 
If 2 is a concrete quasi-variety, let U,:.C? -Set be the underlying set functor, 
where 9 is considered to be a category whose morphisms are Z-homomorphisms. 
We may now give the characterization of quasi-varieties. 
Theorem. Let (I : % -, Set be a functor. Then there is a signature .Z and a concrete 
quasi-variety 2 of Z-algebras an an isomorphism CD : (55, U)-(2, UQ) iff: 
(a) %z’ has coequalizers; 
(b) U has a left adjoint; 
(c) Upreserves and reflects regular epis (the notion and others will be explained 
in Section 1; 
(d) U creates isomorphisms. 
If in addition U reflects ‘congruences’ (see Section I), 2 will be a concrete variety. 
We will call a pair (g, U) satisfying the properties (a)-(d) above an (abstract) 
quasi-variety. Thus, the above theorem says every abstract quasi-variety is 
isomorphic to a concrete one. However, unless the pair (V, (I) satisfies some 
additional properties, the signature _?Z will not be finitary. It is known that one such 
condition is that U be ‘finitary’, i.e. U maps direct limit cocones in %? to epi-cocones 
in Set (see the Preliminaries). 
Theorem. Let (‘e, U) be an abstract quasi-variety. Then (V, U) is isomorphic to a 
concrete quasi-variety of Z-algebras for a finitary signature 2 iff U is finitary. 
Further, (‘e, U) is isomorphic to a universal Horn class of Z-a-algebras iff Upreserves 
all direct limits. 
The principal concern of this paper is finitary (weak) quasi-varieties. In 
particular, we want to investigate when finitary quasi-varieties (%‘, U) have the 
property that U preserves all direct limits. (In this case, we will say that (%‘, U) is 
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‘strongly finitary’.) Three main theorems are proved. The first theorem collects 
several properties equivalent o U being finitary. Although most of the facts of this 
theorem are known, the arguments given here may not be. The second and third 
theorems give conditions on an abstract quasi-variety (%‘, U) which are equivalent o 
the condition that U preserves direct limits. The concepts introduced here are 
apparently new and some of their interrelations are investigated. In Section 4 the 
finitary objects in a ‘strongly finitary’ quasi-variety are characterized. The last 
section is devoted to some examples. 
1. Preliminaries 
We are assuming that the reader is familar with the basic notions of category 
theory (as given e.g. in Chapters l-6 of MacLane [4]). If f: A+B and g : BdC are 
morphisms in a category, we will write the composite of f and g as f l g : A-C 
(unlike MacLane, who writes gf). If f: A+B is a function, the value off on a E A 
usually will be denoted af, but also sometimes 
(a,f> 
when this seems appropriate. An ordered pair will be denoted with the usual 
parentheses, e.g. (O,, 0,). 
A regular epi e : B-C in a category is a morphism which is the coequalizer of 
some parallel pair f,, f2 : A -, B. (In the category Set, the regular epis are exactly the 
surjective functions.) We say a morphism g : B + C forks the pair f 1, f2 : A + B if 
fi*g=f2’g. 
If F: g2+ VI is a functor which is left adjoint to U: VI + V2, we will always let 
q: Id-F0 l_? denote the unit of the adjunction and E: U 0 F-Id will denote the 
counit. 
Let 9 = (Z, I) be a directed poset considered to be a category the usual way. An 
Z-indexed direct system, or direct family of morphisms a category V is a functor 
h : 9-r g i.e. for each i ~j in Z, there is a morphism h,: Bi+ Bj in Ep such that for all 
is j= k, hii= 1 and h,* hjk= hik. For notational convenience, when referring to 
direct families of morphisms we will omit explicit mention of the directed set (Z, 5) 
and write only ‘(ho: Bi+Bj)’ or just ‘(hii)‘. The index poset of the direct system (hii) 
is always denoted I. 
A cocone in a category V is a set of morphisms with a common target. An epi- 
cocone is a cocone (gi: Bi+C) such that for any fi, f2: C+D, if gi* fi = gi*gz for all 
i, then f, = f2. 
Let (hV: Bi+Bj) be a direct family of morphisms in V. A cocone over (h$ is an 
Z-indexed family (hi: Bid B) such that for all i 5 j, 
hi=h,*hj. 
A direct limit of the direct family (h,$ is a cocone (hi) over (hu) such that, for any 
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other cocone over (A,$, say (gi: B;+C), there is a unique ‘mediating’ morphism 
K: B+C such that for all ie I, 
hi*K=gi. 
The direct limit is a manic direct limit if each morphism hi is a manic. (We will speak 
of the direct limit, the coequalizer, etc., even though such (co-) limits are unique 
only up to isomorphism.) 
Definition 1.1. A weak quasi-variety is a pair (‘e, U), where V is a category with 
coequalizers and where CJ : V + Set is a functor with the following properties: 
(a) U has a left adjoint (always denoted F: Set 4 U); 
(b) U preserves and reflects regular epis (i.e. e : A *B is a regular epi in V iff eU is 
a surjective function in Set). 
If, in addition U creates isomorphisms, (V, U) is a quasi-variety. (U creates 
isomorphisms if whenever f :AU+X is an isomorphism Set there is a unique 
morphism g : A-B in V such that gU = f and moreover g is an isomorphism.) The 
functor U : V *Set is (weak) quasi-varietal if the pair (V, U) is a (weak) quasi- 
variety. 
In [ 11, a weak quasi-variety (V, U) would be called algebraic. 
Fact 1.2. If (V, U) is 4 weak quasi-variety, there is 4 quasi-variety (V, CJ’) and a 
functor @ : (%‘, U)-( V, U’) such that @ : V + V’ is an equivalence. 
The following properties of weak quasi-varieties are known (see [l]). 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that (9, U) is 4 weak quasi-variety. Then: Y is complete 
and cocomplete; % is well powered and regular co-well powered; Y is 4 ‘rem’ 
category (i.e. every morphism f in %’ may be written 4s 4 composite e* m of a 
regular epi e and 4 manic m). If e l m = e’- m’ are two regular epi-manic decomposi- 
tions, then there is an isomorphism 4 such that e* (r = e’ and a* m’= m; if el and ez 
are composible regular epis, then el l e2 is also 4 regular epi; any morphism which is 
both manic and regular epi is an isomorphism. The functor U is faithful, preserves 
and reflects monies and isomorphisms, and is naturally isomorphic to the ‘hom- 
functor’ Hom(A, -), where A = { l}F (recall F is the left adjoint of U). 
Definition 1.4. A congruence 0 = (O(l), O(2)) on an object B in the category V is a 
parallel pair of morphisms O(j) : C-B, j = I,2 which is the kernel pair (i.e. 
pullback) of some f : B-D. 
Definition 1.5. A (weak) quasi-variety (V, U) is a (weak) variety if U reflects 
congruences (i.e. if 8=(0,, 0,): A-+B is a parallel pair in V such that KJ = 
(0, U, &U) : ALId BU is a kernel pair in Set, then 0 is a kernel pair of some 
morphism f : BdC in U). 
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An object A in % will be called (weak) quasi-varietal if the associated hom- 
functor Horn@, -) is. 
Proposition 1.6 [3]. Let V be a category with coequalizers. An object A in V is 
weak quasi-varietal iff for every set X, the copower X l A exists in V andfurther, A 
is ‘regular projective’ (i.e. a morphism e : B -, C is a regular epi tff for any f : A + C 
there is some f’ : A 4 B such that f ‘9 e = f ). 
If 2 is a concrete quasi-variety of Z-algebras, there is a least variety of Z-algebras 
containing 9, viz. the class of homomorphic images of algebras in 3. The abstract 
version of this fact is given the next proposition. 
Proposition 1.7. Let (V, U) be a quasi-variety. There is a variety (‘e’, U‘) and an 
inclusion functor I : % + %’ such that if F and F’ are the left adjoints of U and I/ 
respectively, then 
IoU’=U and FoI=F’. (1.7.1) 
Furthermore, I has a left adjoint such that each component of the unit is a regular 
epi. 
The equations (1.7.1) say that the underlying set functors agree on the 
subcategory Y: and that every free algebra in %’ is in fact in %. 
2. Finitary quasi-varieties 
The aim of this section is to give a proof that several statements are equivalent o 
U being finitary, when (GI; U) is a weak quasi-variety. Although the facts of this 
theorem may be known, the arguments may not be, and we will later need to use 
some of the ideas introduced in our proof. 
Definition 2.1. U: V-Set is finitary if, whenever (h;: B;+B) is a direct limit of a 
direct family (h$ in V, then the image cocone (hiU) is an epi-cocone in Set. 
Definition 2.2 [3]. The object A is abstractly finite if for every set X, each 
morphism g : A-X l A may be written as a composite 
g=g’*tF, 
where XJ is a finite subset of X, g’:AdX/*A, and 1:X/+X is the inclusion 
function. 
We need to recall the following concept from [I]. 
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Definition 2.3. Let U: %‘+Set be a set-valued functor. A function g : X*BU 
U-generates the object B if g is ‘U-epic’, i.e. for allJ:B+C, i=1,2, if g*f,U= 
g l fiU, then f, = f2. The function g : X* BU extremally U-generates B if g generates 
B and 
(*) whenever g can be written as the composite g’ l m U, where m is manic, then m 
is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.4. If V has equalizers and Upreserves them, then the property (I) in 
Definition 2.3 implies that g extremally U-generates B. 
Note that if (V, U) is a weak quasi-variety, the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4 are 
satisfied (see Proposition 1.3). 
We will need the following fact in several places. 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that (V, U) is a weak quasi-variety; that j : Bi-+ B, i = 1.2, 
are morphisms in V with f2 manic; that gi: X-Bill are functions such that 
gl : X + B, U extremally U-generates B,; and the diagram 
g1 
X -BU I , 
I 
, 
g2 
, I I ,.+J flu I w 
commutes. 
BU-BU 2 
f2fJ 
Then there is a unique morphism f : B, + B2 such that 
g,-fU=g2 and fU*f2U=fiU. 
The preceding fact was given in [l]. The next Proposition will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.10. 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that (%‘, U) is a weak quasi-variety, where U = Hom(A, -). 
Let (h; : Bi+ B) be a direct limit in %‘. Let M be the set of all morphisms f : A-B 
which ‘factor through some hi’, i.e. f E A4 if f = f ‘* hi, for some i E I, and some 
f ’ : A 4 Bi. Then the inclusion function 
I : M+BU (=Hom(A, B)) 
extremally U-generates B. 
Proof. First, we note that in any weak quasi-variety (V, U), for any object D, the 
identity function DC/+ DU extremally U-generates D. Indeed, if m : C -* D is manic 
and g* ml/= lDu, then mU is a regular epi. Since U reflects regular epis, m is also 
regular epi. But any manic regular epi is an isomorphism. 
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Now suppose that m : C+B is a manic such that, for some function g : M+CU, 
g*mU=r:M+BU. (2.7) 
We will construct a cocone (A : Bi+ C) over the direct family (hi). Indeed, for each 
i, there is a function g;: BiU+M such that 
gi*t=hiU. 
Thus the square 
1 
BiU- BiU 
g, -g I I hiU (2.8) 
CU-BU 
mU 
commutes. Using the fact that the identity function extremally U-generates Bill and 
using Proposition 2.5, we obtain the existence of a morphism & : Bi*C such that 
A l m=hi. 
It is easy to check that (A) is a cocone over (h$. Since (hi) is a direct limit, there is a 
morphism K: B-C such that, for all i, high =A. But then, for all i, 
hi=hi*K*m, 
which implies that K* m = Is. Thus m is an isomorphism, completing the proof. 
The following characterization of direct limits in Set will be useful. 
Proposition 2.9. Let (hi : Bi+B) be a cocone over the direct family (hu : Bi+Bj) in 
Set. Then (hi) is a direct limit of (hii) iff 
(i) (hi) is an epi-cocone, and 
(ii) for each i and each X, _Y in Bi, ifXhi =yhi, then xh, = yh, for some j L i. 
The straightforward proof of Proposition 2.9 is omitted. 
We will now prove the equivalence of various notions of ‘finitary’. Assume that 
(V, U) is a weak quasi-variety, U= Hom(A, -), F is the left adjoint of U, and that 
T=Fo U:Set-*Set. 
Theorem 2.10. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. U is finitary. 
2. U preserves manic direct limits. 
3. A is abstractly finite. 
4. T preserves manic direct limits. 
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Remark 2.11. The equivalence of 1 and 3 (as well as several other statements) was 
given as an exercise in [ 1, p. 2471. 
Proof. 1 implies 2. This is obvious, by Proposition 2.9, since U preserves monies. 
2 implies 3. It is easy to see that the function gl : { 1) + AU = Hom(A, A) whose 
value is IA : A+A extremally U-generates A. Let X be an infinite set and assume 
f : A+X l A is given. The family of maps 
(rF:X,*A-+X*A) 
where I: X,+X ranges over all inclusions of finite subsets of X, is a manic direct 
limit in %, since F preserves monies and direct limits. Since U preserves manic direct 
limits, the family (IT:(X,*A)U-,(X*A)U) is an epi-cocone. But (lgr,fU)~ 
(X.A)U, so that for some finite subset XJ of X and some g2: (I} -(X, l A)U, 
(2.12) 
commutes. But rF is a manic (since I has a right inverse in Set) so that by Proposition 
2.5, there is a unique f ‘: A-+X,@ A such that f ‘* rF= f. Hence A is abstractly finite. 
3 implies 4. First we note without proof the following useful fact. 
Fact 2.13. Let T: Set -*Set be an endofunctor on Set. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) T is finitary. 
(b) T preserves manic direct limits. 
(c) If (hi) is any epi-cocone over a direct family in Set, then (hiT) is an epi- 
cocone. 
Thus, by 2.13, we will only need to show that (hiT) is an epi-cocone, where 
(hi : Xi,.--rX) is a direct limit in Set. Let f E XT = Hom(A,X l A). Then since A is 
abstractly finite, there is a finite subset J of X such that 
f =f’*rF (2.14) 
where f ‘* A-J* A and 1: J-X is the inclusion. Since (hi) is an epi-cocone over a 
direct family, and since J is finite, there is some i and some function 
U:J*Xi 
such that 
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Applying the functor T, 
UT* hiT= IT. 
Now (2.14) means that 
Cf ‘, IT) =f, 
and hence 
f =(f:uT*h;T>, 
proving that (hiT) is an epi-cocone. 
4 implies 1. Write the adjunction for U as 
<U,F,rl,e). 
Let (hi: Bi+B) be a direct limit in %. Write Ei for the counit morphism BiUF+Bi. 
Then for each i, the diagram 
h,UF 
BiUF- BUF 
(2.15) 
Bi ____* B 
h, 
commutes. Let i:M-+BU extremally U-generate B, as in Proposition 2.6. Recall 
that for each i, there is a function gi : B;U*M such that 
gi*I=hiU. (2.16) 
It is easy to see that the cocone (gi) is an epi-cocone over the direct family (hdU). 
(We will make use of this fact in a moment.) Applying the functor F to the equation 
(2. Ia), we obtain 
giF* IF= hiLIFe (2.17) 
Since V is a ‘rem’ category and since I extremally U-generates B, there is a regular 
epi 
u:MF+B 
such that 
a 
MF-B 
IF 
\/ 
&B (2.18) 
BUF 
commutes. Now let f :A-rB be given. Since A is regular projective, there is a 
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morphism f, : A +MF such that 
f,*a=f# 
Then, by definition, f, E MFU. By 2.13 and the fact that (gJ is an epi-cocone, (giT) 
is an epi-cocone, so that for some i and some f2 E BiT, 
fi =(fZtgiT)s 
i.e. 
Then 
f=fi*giFaa 
=f2giF*lF*eB by (2.17) 
=f2*hiFLJ*Eg by (2.15) 
= fzEi* hi by (2.14). 
Hence f factors through some hi, showing that 
f =(f2*Ei,hiU), 
i.e. (h,U) is an epi-cocone. The proof of Theorem 2.10 is complete. 
3. Strongly finitary quasi-varieties 
Let (‘e, I/) be a (weak) quasi-variety. We will say that (‘e, U) is sfrongly finitary if 
CJ preserves all direct limits. Thus, if (V, U) is strongly finitary, U is finitary, by 
Theorem 2.10. Several examples of finitary but not strongly finitary quasi-varieties 
will be given later. For varieties, the two notions coincide (see Corollary 3.46 below). 
In this section, two different characterizations are given of those weak quasi- 
varieties (Y, U) such that [I preserves all direct limits. The characterizations involve 
three notions: the ‘cpc property’, the ‘MM property’ and the ‘d-c property’. Two of 
these notions involve ‘congruences’, and we will have to devote some space to a 
discussion of their relevant properties. 
Recall that a congruence 0=(0(l), d(2)) : C-B on an object B in the category V is 
an ordered pair of morphisms which is the kernel pair of some morphism f: B+D. 
We will sometimes abbreviate ‘a kernel pair off’ by ‘ker(f )‘. 
We will define a relation 5 on the collection of all parallel pairs of morphisms 
with a common target. If 8 : C +B and 6’ : C’+B are each pairs of parallel 
morphisms, we define 
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if there is some morphism p: C -C’ such that for each i = 1,2, the following 
diagram commutes: 
(3.1) 
‘c 
Note that neither 8 nor 8’ need be congruences. We will abbreviate the fact that for 
both i = 1.2 the diagrams (3.1) commute by writing: 
e=p-e8’ (3.2) 
Note that if (3.2) holds and 0 is a congruence, then p is a manic. Further, if 8 and 8’ 
are congruences and 8~8’ and 8’18, then there is an isomorphism p such that (3.2) 
holds. Thus the relation 5 is a partial ordering on (isomorphism classes of) con- 
gruences on B. As expected, this ordering is a complete lattice ordering, and we will 
give a description of the sup and inf operations. 
Construction 3.3. Let Bi, i E I, be a directed set of congruences on an object Be (in a 
weak quasi-variety (Y U)). For each i, let ei : Bo -) Bi be the coequalizer of the pair 6% 
Then if i pi (in the directed poset I), so that Bi I 6Jj, there is a regular epi eij : Bi”Bj 
such that 
ei l eU = ej. (3.4) 
Let Z0 be the directed set obtained by adding 0 to Z and defining 0 I i, all in I. If we 
write ei as eoi, we obtain a direct family e = (eij: i, j~l,). If do : Bo+B is the 
‘cointersection’ of the family (eoi), then for each i E Z there is a morphism di : Bi+B 
such that 
Then: 
ei*di=do. 
(di: i E lo) is a direct limit of (e$ 
and ker(do) is the sup (with respect o I) of (f3J. 
(If (hi : Cl + B) is a colimit of the diagram (I;: : B+Ci), then d =A l hi is a cointer- 
section of (A : B + CJ.) 
We omit the easy proof of this last statement in favor of noting a fact that will be 
used quite frequently. 
Lemma 3.5. Let 8: C+B, 8’: C’+B beparallelpairsof morphismsand let e: B+D, 
e’ : B + D’ be morphisms in %‘. Further assume that 
e is a coequalizer of 8 and 8’ = ker(e’). 
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Then: there is a morphism v : D -+ D’ such that 
e* v=e’ 
iff there is a morphism p : C -) C’ such that 
8=.ll-K 
(3.5.1) 
(3.5.2) 
This lemma can be used to prove the claim at the end of 3.3 as well as the claim in 
the following construction. 
Construction 3.6. For the same data as in 3.3, let (rrj : Z7Bi* Bj) be a product of the 
objects Bj and let 
f: Bo+ZZBi 
be the ‘target tupling’ of the ei, i.e. f is the unique morphism such that for each i 
f* Ri=e;. (3.6.1) 
Let 8 be the kernel pair off. We claim that 8 is the inf of the set of congruences Bi, 
iel. 
Indeed, 8 I Bi, for each i, by Lemma 3.5. Suppose that 8’ is any other congruence 
such that 0’ I Bi, for all i. Then, if e’ : Bo + B’ is the coequalizer of 0’, by Lemma 3.5 
there is a morphism vi : D’+Bi such that 
e’* Vicei (3.6.2) 
for all i. Thus there is a unique morphism K : B’dZ7Bi such that for all i 
K’Tti=Vie (3.6.3) 
From the three previous equations, it follows that e’* K = f, and hence by Lemma 
3.5, 8’18, showing that 8= inf(8J. 
Of course, sup and inf are unique only up to isomorphism. Nevertheless, we will 
usually say ‘the sup’ and ‘the inf’. 
We will now show that in any weak quasi-variety (V, U), each congruence 8 on an 
object B in V is the sup of principal congruences. Let B be a fixed object in %. For 
each pair of elements (al, a2) in BU, let K(a,, a2) be a representative set of all regular 
epis e : B * C, such that 
Let 0(al,a2) be the inf of the set 
{ker(e): eEK(al,a2)}. 
Then if h is the coequalizer of B(a,,a2), 
@,hW=&,hW (*I 
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since CJ preserves products, and if h’ is any other morphism with the property (+), 
&a,, a~) 5 ker(h’), by construction. The congruence @a,, 02) is called the principal 
congruence determined by the pair a ,, a2. 
Proposition 3.7. For each object B in V, each congruence 8on B is a sup of a set of 
principal congruences, indeed if e is the coequalizer of 0, then 
e=sup{e(~l,~2): G~,,~~MJ~ 
whereP is theset of allpairs (~,,a~) in BCJsuch that (a,,eCJ)=(a,,eU>. 
Proof. By construction, if (a,,a$E P, then t3(a,,at)S0. Now assume that 8’: C’+B 
is any congruence on B such that 
e(a,,t7z)se’ for all (al,a2)EP. 
We show e’ (=coequalizer 0’) forks 8, which by Lemma 3.5 implies that 0 5 0’. Since 
U is faithful, it is enough to show that e’U forks 8U. But for any CE CU. the pair 
(al,aZ) is in P, where 
aj=CBjU, j= 1,2. 
Since B(a,,u2)l O’, e’U forks aI and a2. Since c was arbitrary, we have proved that 
e’U forks OCJ, completing the proof. 
Remarks 3.8. (i) The only properties of (V, U) used in the above argument are: % is 
regular co-well powered and complete and U is faithful. 
(ii) Using the fact that U has a left adjoint F, we may obtain another description 
of B(a,,a2): indeed, let 
oi: (I}F+B, i= 1,2, 
be the unique morphism in V such that the following diagram commutes: 
(11 ----%-+ {l}FU 
6 
\/ 
u,u (3.9) 
BU 
Then it may easily be shown that 0(a,,a2) is the kernel pair of the coequalizer of 
al, ff2. 
Definition 3.10. Let 0 be a congruence on the object B in V. f3 is compact if 
whenever (O;, i E I) is a set of congruences on B such that 8 5 sup(&, i E I), there is a 
finite subset Z, of Z such that 0 I sup(6Ji,  E ZZ). 
Proposition 3.11. Let 8 be a congruence on the object B and let e be a coequalizer of 
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9. Then if 9 is compact, there is a nonnegative integer n and some parallel pair of 
morphisms 
g=gl,g2: inIF+B 
such that e is the coequalizer of g. ([n] = { 1,2, . . . , n}.) 
Proof. This fact follows easily from Proposition 3.7. 
Let (V, U) be a weak quasi-variety. 
Definition 3.12. (‘e, U) has the cpc property if, for each object B in ‘R, every 
principal congruence on B is compact. 
Remarks 3.13. (i) ‘cpc’ is meant to suggest ‘Compact Principal Congruences’. 
(ii) Note that the cpc property involves both ‘R and U, since principal con- 
gruences on an object B are determined by pairs of elements in BU. 
The next concept involves a construction. 
3.14. Construction of 0,. Let (Oi : Ci + B, i E I) be a directed set of congruences on 
the object B. Then for i 5 j there is a manic pii such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
4 
C; - B 
Pij 
\/ 
ei 
cj 
(3.15) 
Since each 0, is a congruence, it follows that (pii) is a direct family. Suppose that 
(pi 1 Ci+D) 
is a direct limit of (pii). By the universal property of the direct limit, there is a pair of 
morphisms 
e,=(e,(i),e,(2)):D+B 
such that for each i, the following diagram commutes: 
(3.16) 
Remark 3.17. 0, is 5 all mono-pairs y = (r,, y2) : G + B such that Bi5 y, all i. (A 
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mono-pair is a pair y such that if f l yj =g* yj, for j = I,2 then f =g.) Indeed, if there 
is a morphism gi : C; + G such that 
gi ’ y = Bi 
for all i, one can show that (gi) is a cocone over (pii) because y is a mono-pair. Thus 
there is a mediating morphism K : D-t G such that 
j+!i’K=gi 
for all i. Since (pi) is an epi-cocone, it follows from (3.16) that 
so that 8,~ y. Note that the above argument did not require that 0, itself be a 
mono-pair (but see Corollary 3.21). When 0, is a mono-pair, 0, is the ‘least upper 
bound’ of all mono-pairs over each Bi. 
Definition 3.18. Using the notation of 3.14, V has the d-cproperfy if &,, is always a 
congruence. 
Remarks 3.19. (i) The name ‘d-c property’ was chosen since A suggests ‘directed’ 
and c is supposed to suggest ‘congruence’. 
(ii) Direct limits are intimately involved with the d-c property. Let (hi : Bi+B) be 
a direct limit in % of the direct family (hii : Bi+ Bj) and let 0 be some fixed element 
of I. For all i with 0 5 i, let t9i :Ci 4 Bo be a kernel pair of hoi. Then the collection of 
congruences (0,) is directed (by Lemma 3.5, since hoi l ho = hoi, for 0 s i 5 j). Further 
if the source of ker(&,) is C, then there is a manic vi : Ci+C such that 
vi l ker(h,,) = ei (3.19.1) 
for all 0 pi. Hence, if (pi : C,-+0) is the direct limit of (pii), each morphism pi is a 
manic, since according to (3.19.1), there is a mediating K : D-C such that 
r(li*K=Vi 
for all 05 i. Since vi is manic, so is pi. Lastly, since ker(hO) is a mono-pair, it follows 
that 
K l ker(hO) = f3,. (3.19.2) 
(ii) If (hi) is a direct limit in the category Set of (hij: Bi+ Bj), then for each 
element 0 in I, 0, is ker(h,), by Proposition 2.9. Thus Set has the d-c property. 
In the next proposition, we use the notation of 3.19. 
Proposition 3.20. Let (‘e, I/) be a finitary weak quasi-variety. Suppose that 
(ho : Bid Bj) is a direct family in ‘& and that (li : BiU+X) is a direct limit in Set of 
(hii I/). Then, for each element 0 in I, if 0, is the corresponding least upper bound of 
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(ker(h,& 01 i), 
0, U is a kernel pair of lo. 
Proof. By 3.19, (pi: Ci-+D: Oli) is a manic direct limit and hence, by Theorem 
2.10, 
(&Y) is a direct limit of (I@). (3.20.1) 
Since U preserves limits (having a left adjoint), 
8iU = ker(h&), 0 I i. (3.20.2) 
By (3.20.1) there is a parallel pair A = (A t,d2): DU+B,,U such that for all i, Or i, 
piU*A=eiU. 
But also 
~&J*&.U=t?JJ. 
Since (p$J) is an epi-cocone, 
A = e-u. 
Thus &,CJ is the least upper bound of ker(h&), for 01 i, By 3.19(iii), t&U is 
ker(le). 
The following corollaries use the notation of the previous proposition. 
Corollary 3.21. If (F, U) is a finitary weak quasi-variety, then 0, is a mono-pair, 
and thus the least upper bound of a/i mono-pairs over all Bi. 
Proof. Since &,U is a congruence, &J-U is a mono-pair. Thus if f l 0, =g* &., it 
follows that fU=gU. Since U is faithful, f =g. 
We will usually say ‘least upper bound’ if we mean the least upper bound in the 
class of all mono-pairs, and reserve sup to mean least upper bound in the class of 
congruences. 
Corollary 3.22. Suppose that (55, U) is afinitary weak quasi-variety and that V has 
the A-c property. Let (ei) be a directed set of congruences on the object B and let ki 
be a coequalizer of 8;. Lastly, let k be a coequalizer of 0,. Then: 
forailu,u in BU, (~,kU)=(v,kU) iff forsomei, (u,k$J)=(v,kiU). 
Proof. The statement we must prove may be reformulated as ‘ker(kU) is a sup of 
ker(k@)‘. Now, by the A-c property, &, is a kernel pair of k, and since U preserves 
limits, &Uis a kernel pair of kU. By 3.20 and 3.3, &,Uis the sup of (@iv), since Uis 
finitary. Thus the proof is complete. 
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Corollary 3.23. If (V, U) is a finitary weak variety, V has the A-c property. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.20, f&U is a congruence, and I/ reflects congruences, by 
definition of ‘variety’. Thus 8, is a congruence. 
Problem. Suppose that (V, U) is a non-finitary variety. Determine whether V has 
the A-c property. 
The next theorem is one of our main results. 
Theorem 3.24. Let (V, (I) be a weak quasi-variety. Then Upreserves all direct limits 
iff: 
(a) U is finitary, and 
(b) B has the A-c property. 
Note that property (b) has nothing to do with the functor U. 
Proof. First we suppose that U preserves all direct limits. Then U preserves all 
manic direct limits and is thus finitary. We show that V has the A-c property. 
Let (0;: ic I) be a directed set of congruences on the object &and let ei : &+Bi be 
the coequalizer of 0;. As in 3.3, the cointersection e: Bo-‘E of the set (ei) is one of a 
system of direct limit morphisms. Since U preserves direct limits, eU is also a direct 
limit morphism in Set and by Proposition 3.20, &,U is a kernel pair of eU. Thus 
&Cl is isomorphic to ker(e)U, since U preserves limits. But by (3.19.2), there is a 
manic K such that 
0, = K l ker(e). 
Using the fact ker(e)U is a mono-pair, one may show that KU is surjective, and 
hence K is a regular epi. Since K is also a manic, K is an isomorphism, so that 8, is a 
kernel pair of e. 
We will prove the converse in two parts, making use of one additional concept. 
Definition 3.25. A category has the MMproperty if whenever (hi) is a direct limit of 
a direct system (hii : Bi -, Bi) in which each of the morphisms h, is a manic, then each 
hi is also a manic. 
Note that Set has the MM property. The terminology is meant to suggest he 
awkward phrase ‘direct limits of Monies are Monies’. 
We now prove: 
Partial converse 3.26. Zf (‘e, U) is a finitary weak quasi-variety such that ‘R has both 
the A-c and MM properties, then Upreserves all direct limits. 
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Afterwards, we will prove: 
Lemma 3.27. If (V, U) is a finitary quasi-variety with the A-c property, then % also 
has the MM property. 
The two facts 3.26 and 3.27 constitute the completion of the proof of Theorem 
3.24. 
Proof of 3.26. Let (h, : Bi+B) be a direct limit in % of the direct family 
(hv: Bi+Bj). For each object Bi, the collection of congruences Oo= ker(hU), for all j 
with ic j, is a directed set of congruences on Bi. Let 
9; 
denote the corresponding ‘least upper bound’ (see 3.14). Let 
Q~Z Bid Qi 
be a coequalizer of 8;. 
Fact 3.28. For is j there is a unique morphism qii : Qi* Qj such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
(3.29) 
Furthermore, the morphism qij is a manic. 
Assume that 3.28 is proved. It is easy to check that (q,$ is a direct family. Let 
(mi : Qi -+ L) be a direct limit in V of (qd). Since % has the MM property, each ltli is a 
manic. 
Fact 3.30. The family (pi* mi : Qi -) L) is a direct limit of (hii). 
Proof of 3.30. First, (Qi*mi) is a cocone over (hu) by (3.29). If (gi: Bi*C) is any 
cocone over (hg), ker(QJ = 0; s ker(gJ for each i, SO by Lemma 3.5 for each i there is 
a morphism ki : Qi* C such that 
(3.31) 
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commutes. But then (ki) is a cocone over (qii), since 
ei*ki=gi=hii*gj=h,i.ej.kj=e;.qii.k. J’ 
and Qj is an epi. Now, because (mi) is a direct limit of (qij) there is a unique K : L-C 
such that for all i, the following diagram commutes: 
Qiki.C 
mi v K 
L 
(3.32) 
But then, 
The morphism K is unique since (mi) is an epi-cocone and since each Qi is an epi. The 
proof is complete. 
Now we apply U to the direct limit (ei*mi) of (hii). We have the following facts: 
- &,C? is a kernel pair of QiU, since I/ preserves limits; 
- ,QiU is a coequalizer of &U, since U also preserves regular epis; 
- 9ijU is a kernel pair of hbl/; 
- (miU) is a direct limit of (q&l), since U preserves manic direct limits. 
Hence, from 3.30 it follows that (QiU*miU) is a direct limit of (h@); i.e. U 
preserves direct limits. 
In order to complete the proof of 3.26, we must now give a 
Proof of 3.28. To prove the existence of qij it is enough to show that for all k in 1, 
with ii k, 
h~*~j forks ker(hik) (=O,). 
Let t be an element of I such that both j and k are st. Then 
hi,=hik*hkt 
SO that hit forks ker(hik). But also 
hir=h,*hjt. 
If we factor hit as the composite 
hjr=emm 
where e is a regular epi and m is manic, it follows that 
h, l e forks ker(hik). t*t) 
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Remember e is a coequalizer of ker(hj,) and ker(hjl)I Oi, so that, for some 
morphism u, 
Thus 
e’U=@j. 
and so by (or) hOej forks ker(hik). Since k was arbitrary, ker(h,*@ is an upper 
bound for the set { ker(hik): for all k, irk}. But 0; is the least upper bound, and the 
existence of qu follows by Lemma 3.5. 
Why is qii manic? If V were the category Set, each qii would be manic since, by 
Proposition 2.9, each direct limit morphism hi factors as 
for some manic mi. Hence if xqb = yqG, for x, y in Qi, and if we write x as X’Qi, and y 
as y’ei, by the first part of the argument we know that 
so that x’ei =y’&. In the case that V does not happen to be Set, we apply U to this 
situation and notice that U preserves the entire set of circumstances: 
@iU is a coequalizer of eAu= sup(eg); 
0&J is a kernel pair of h&J. 
Hence, by the above argument, each q@ is a manic. Since U reflects monies 
(Proposition 1.3), we are done. 
We turn now to the proof of the last crucial fact. 
Lemma 3.33. If (%‘, U) is a finitary quasi-variety such that V has the A-c property, 
then g also has the MM property. 
Proof. Let (hij: Bi*Bj) be a direct family of monies. In order to show that % has 
the MM property, it is clearly enough to show that there is some cocone (A) over 
(h,$ such that A is a manic. 
Notation. Let Bi : Ci- BiUF be a kernel pair of the counit morphism 
and let 
Ei z BiUF+ Bi 
(li E BiU+L) 
be a direct limit in Set of (h&). Since Set has the MM property and since U 
preserves monies, each morphism ii is a manic (in fact, a split manic). Let 
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kj : LF+ v be a coequalizer of the composite 
and let 
G 
0; liF 
-BiUF-LF 
6i:Di+LF 
be a kernel pair of ki. 
Claim 3.34. The family of congruences (6J on LF is directed. 
Proof. If is j, ej forks Bi* hiiUF, since Ei forks 8i and 
Hence there is a unique vti : Ci- Cj such that the following diagram commutes. 
*; 
Ci - BiUF 
I),F 
vtj 
! I 
\ 
hijUF LF 
/ ‘iF 
Cj - BjUF 
0, 
(3.35) 
Thus kj forks 8i* IiF, since 
8i*liF=v~~Bj*~F (by 3.35) 
and kj forks ej* bF, by definition. Thus there is a unique morphism ku : K+ 5 such 
that 
ki 
LF- v. 
k; 
\/ 
kij 
5 
commutes. Thus by Lemma 3.5, 6iS6j. 
(3.36) 
Let 6, be the corresponding least upper bound (as in 3.14) of the set of 
congruences (SJ and let k : LF+ V be a coequalizer of 6,. Thus, for each i, there is a 
morphism k/a : VI- Vsuch that 
ki*ki,=k. 
Claim 3.37. For each i, there is a unique morphism mi : Bi+ F such that the 
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following diagram commutes: 
I,F 
BiUF- LF 
Ei I I k, (3.38) 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of mj follows from the fact that liF*ki forks 
Bi, since ki is a coequalizer of tIi l 1iF. 
Define the morphism J : Bi+ V as the composite: 
fi=mi*ki,: Bi* V. 
We will use the next fact to prove that (A) is a cocone over (hii : B; -+ Bj). 
Claim 3.39. if ir j, the diagram 
commutes. 
Proof. 
Ei*mi*ku=(fiF*ki)*k, by 3.37 
=liF*kj by 3.34 
=h,UFeljF*kj since (g) is a direct limit 
=hQUF*ej*mj by 3.37 
=ei*hG*mj since E is natural. 
Since Ei is an epi, mi 9 k, = h, l mj. 
(3.40) 
As an immediate corollary of 3.39, we see that (A) is indeed a cocone over (ho), 
since 
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Claim 3.41. For each i, the diagram of 3.31, i.e. 
liF 
BiUF- LF 
&i ! I ki (3.42) 
is a pushout diagram. 
Proof. Assume that p : Bi+Z and q : LF-+ Z are morphisms such that 
liF*q=ei*p. 
We will show that q must fork 6i. It is sufficient to show that q forks Bi* IiF, but this 
follows easily from the assumption on p and q. Thus there is a unique 01: q -* Z such 
that 
ki*a=q and thus mi.o=p, 
since ei’mi~a=liF~ki~a=liF~q=Eiwp, and Eiis an epi. 
We may now conclude that mi is a manic. Indeed, Ii and thus IiF are split 
monies, and as is easy to see, the pushout of a split manic is also a split manic. 
It only remains to show that each fi is a manic. In this last argument, we will make 
use of the d-c property, as used in Corollary 3.22. 
Claim 3.43. For each i, the morphism A is a manic. 
Proof. It is enough to show that ACJ is a manic, since U reflects monies. Given u, IJ 
in BiU with 
O4fxO=~v,~u~, 
there are U’ and V’ in BiUFU such that u = U%iU and v = U%iU. Thus 
(u’,(liF*k)U)=(O’,(liF*k)U) 
by 3.37. Since IiFU is also a manic, it follows by (3.44) that 
(u*, k(l) = Xv*, kU), 
where u* = (u’, IiFU) and V* = (u’, IiFU). NOW by Corollary 3.22, for some i, 
(U*,kiU)=(V*,kiU), 
(3.44) 
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which implies that 
(u’,(&j’mi)U)=(U’,(&i’mi)U) 
by 3.37. Thus, 
<U,miU)=(b,miU>, 
by definition. But mJJ is manic, as shown just above. Thus u = u, completing the 
proof. 
Remarks 3.45. A variety without the MM property is given in 5.3. An example of a 
finitary quasi-variety with the MM property which does not have the d-c property is 
given in 5.6. Thus, for finitary weak quasi-varieties, the d-c property implies the 
MM property but the converse does not hold. Lastly, the finitary quasi-variety of 
Example 5.8 does not even have the MM property. 
Problem. Determine for any weak quasi-variety (‘g U) such that V has the d-c 
property, whether V must have the MM property; i.e. determine whether the 
hypothesis in Lemma 3.27 that (‘e, U) is finitary is necessary. 
Corollary 3.46 [ 1, p. 2921. Let (g, U) be a weak variety. Then U is preserves manic 
direct limits iff U preserves all direct limits. 
The proof follows immediately from Corollary 3.23. 
The previous theorem gave a condition (the d-c property) on the category V alone 
such that (V, U) is a finitary weak quasi-variety iff (V, U) is a strongly finitary weak 
quasi-variety. The next theorem characterizes those weak quasi-varieties (V, U) such 
that U preserves all direct limits. The characterization involves the cpc property, a 
property which depends on both %’ and U. 
Theorem 3.41. Let (%‘, U) be a weak quasi-variety. Then Upreserves all direct limits 
iff (V, U) has the cpc property. 
The proof is divided into several parts. 
Proposition 3.48. Let (~5, U) be a weak quasi-variety. If U preserves direct limits, 
(V, U) has the cpc property. 
Proof. Let (Oi; icZ) be a directed set of congruences on the object B. Denote the 
coequalizer of 8i by 
ei:B+Ci. 
Then by 3.3, the morphisms ei may be considered morphisms a direct system of 
morphisms; furthermore, if e is the cointersection of the family ei, then e is one of a 
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family of direct limit morphisms. Thus, if U preserves direct limits, the kernel pair 
of eU is the sup of the kernel pairs of e;U, namely 8&I. Now if 8(a, 6)~ sup(8i), then 
(a,eW = (b,eU) 
since the kernel pair of e is the sup of the 8i, by 3.3. But then, for some i, (a,eiU) = 
(6, eiU>, as noted above in Proposition 2.9, showing that @(a, 6) I 8i. Thus, &a, b) is 
compact. 
Before proving the converse, we will need the following fact. 
Proposition 3.49. Suppose that (V, U) is a weak quasi-variety with the cpcproperty. 
Then U is finitary. 
Proof. By 2.10 it is enough to show that the functor T= F* U is finitary, where F is 
the left adjoint of U. Thus we will prove the following: 
Fact 3.50. If p is an element of XT, for some set X, then p = (p’,lT), where 
p’eX/T, andr:X/ 4X is the inclusion function from a finite set X, into X. 
First we will show why 3.50 will imply that T is finitary. Indeed, suppose that 
(A : Xi-+X) is a direct limit of the direct family (A$. Let p E XT. By 3.50, there is a 
finite set XJ and an element p’~ X, such that p = (p’, IT). But since (A) is an epi- 
cocone, there is some i and some function u : X,-+Xi such that 
Thus, IT= uT*JT, so that p = (q, AT), where q = (p’, UT). Hence the cocone (AT) 
is epi. (This argument is the only nontrivial part of the proof of 2.13.) 
Now we prove 3.50. Let b :X -+ Y be a bijection between X and the set Y, where 
X and Y are disjoint. Let 2 denote the union of X and Y, and write 
ix:x+z, 1y: Y+Z 
for the inclusion functions. Furthermore, as usual we write q for the unit of the 
adjunction, so that q is a natural transformation from the identity functor on Set 
to T. 
Lemma 3.51. Let h : ZF +A be any morphism in V such that 
hU 
XIXZAZFU-AU 
b hU 
=x- Y- ly ZL ZFU-AU. 
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Then 
(3.52) 
Proof. To prove (3.52) it is enough to prove: 
rlx’rxTwhU=tlx’bT~ryT*hU. (3.53) 
The following three diagrams commute since q : Id-+ T is a natural transformation. 
VX 
X-XT 
‘X I I IXT 
Z-ZT 
qZ 
‘tY 
Y-YT 
‘Y I I ~YT 
Z-ZT 
dZ 
‘IX 
X-XT 
b 
I I 
bT 
Y- YT 
‘IY 
Then: 
qx*rxTmhU=lx*qz’hU 
=b*ry*qz.hU 
=b-qr*lrT*hU 
=qx’bT*lyTohU 
completing the proof. 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
by (3.54) 
by hypothesis 
by (3.55) 
by (3.56), 
We will now show that if (V, U) has the cpc property, there is some finite subset X, 
of Xsuch that p=(p’,lT). 
For each XE X, let a, be the principal congruence 
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It is clear that if h is any morphism with source ZF such 
then 
that ker(h) 1 sup(8,: XE X), 
rxqz*hU=b*ryqz*hU. 
Thus by Lemma 3.51, 
rxT- hU= bT* lyT* hU. 
Thus, 
where p(x) = (p, rxT) and p(u) = (p, (blY)T). Therefore, 
Q(x), P(Y)) s sup@,: x E X). 
Since ZF has the cpc property, for some finite nonempty subset X, of X 
Q(x), JO)) 5 suP(&: x E XJ). 
We will now define a function f : Z+X such that: 
‘X 
x-x 
(3.57) 
b 
I i 
f (3.58) 
Y-Z 
'Y 
and such that 
‘x x-z 
&f I I f (3.59) 
Xf,-x 
where I : Xf +X is the inclusion and where g : X -, Xf is a surjection such that 1-g is 
the identity function on Xf. Indeed, just define f by 
yf =yb-I; xf=xg*r. 
Nownoticethatforx~X~,~~~~~~fT=x~~f~~~=xb~~f~~~=xb~~~~~f~ thus, 
sup(B,: x E Xf) I ker( fF). 
BY (3.57)s 
@p(x), P(Y)) 5 ker(fF); 
that is: 
<P,(Ixf)T)=(p,(blyf)T). (3.W 
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By (3.58), the righthand side of (3.60) is just p. By (3.59), the lefthand side of (3.60) 
may be written as 
(p’,rT), where p’is (p,gT). 
Thus 3.50 is proved. 
The final part of the argument is given by the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.61. Suppose that (‘R, Cl) is a weak quasi-variety with the cpcproperty. 
Then (V, U) also has the A-c property. 
Proof. Let (Bi: iEZ) be a directed set of congruences on the object B in V and 
denote a coequalizer of 8; by ei. Let B,,,: D+B be constructed as in 3.14 and let e be a 
coequalizer of 0,. We will show that 6, is isomorphic to ker(e) : K -, B. 
By 3.3 and 3.17 it is easy to see that ker(e) is the sup of (0;) in the lattice of 
congruences on B. Also by 3.19 there is a morphism K such that 
K l ker(e) = 0,. 
Since t9, is a mono-pair, K is manic. We will show that K is also a regular epi and 
hence an isomorphism by showing that KU is surjective. 
Given an element x in KU, let 
(a, 6) =(x, ker(e)U)(=(x, ker(eU))). 
Then (a, eU) = (b, eU), so that 
6@, b) I sup(ei: i E I). 
Using the cpc property, there is some i in Z such that 
&a, b) 5 f3i. 
Thus by (3.16) for some d in DU, 
(a,b)=(d,&U). 
Hence, 
(d, t&U> = (d,KU* ker(e)U) =(x, ker(e)U). 
Since ker(e)U is a mono-pair, 
x = (d, Ku), 
proving that KU is surjective. Since U reflects regular epis, K is also a regular epi and 
thus an isomorphism. Hence f?, is a kernel pair of e, completing the proof. 
We have proved that if (V, U) has the cpc property, then U is finitary and % has 
the A-c property. Thus by Theorem 3.24, U preserves all direct limits and the proof 
of Theorem 3.47 is complete. 
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4. Finitary objects 
Suppose that (V, Lr) is a weak quasi-variety. An object A in % is (sfrongly) finitary 
if the associated ‘horn functor’ Hom(A, -) is. In this section, we will characterize 
the finitary and strongly finitary objects in a strongly finitary weak quasi-variety. 
The assumption throughout this section is that (‘6, Lr) is a weak quasi-variety. 
Lemma 4.1. An object A in V is finitary iff A satisfies condition (i) below; A is 
strongly finitary iff A satisfies both conditions (i) and (ii). 
Suppose that (hV : Bi -+ B j) is a direct family in % with direct limit (hi : B; + B). 
(i) For any morphism f : A+B there is some i and some f’ : A+Bi such that 
f =f’* hi. 
(ii) For any i and any pair of morphisms 
fl,fZ:A-*Bi 
if hi forks f, and fi, then, for some j with is j, h, forks fi and ft. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 consists of the observation that these conditions amount 
to a restatement of the definition, using Proposition 2.9. 
Lemma 4.2 [I]. If C is a finitary object in Y and if (Z, I/) is finitary, then there is a 
regular epi 
Q : [n]F+C 
for some nonnegative integer n (F is the left adjoint of U and [n] denotes the set 
{&L...,n}). 
Lemma 4.3. If C and D are (strongly) finitary objects, so is their coproduct C@ D. 
The proof is just routine diagram chasing. 
Assume (‘6, V) is strongly finitary. Then since I/ is naturally isomorphic to 
Hom(A, -), where A is { l}F, the object A is strongly finitary. Since F preserves 
coproducts, being a left adjoint, for each nonnegative integer n, [n]F is also 
strongly finitary, by the previous lemma. 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that (V, U) is strongly finitary. Then any finitary object in 
% is also strongly finitary. 
Proof. Assume A is finitary and let Q: [n]F+C be a regular epi, which exists by 
Lemma 4.2. We need to show that condition (ii) of Lemma 4.1 holds. Using the 
notation of (4.1). assume h; forks f,, fz:A-+Bi. Then hi forks e-f, and ~*fi, and 
since [n]F is strongly finitary, for some j with is j, h, forks @of, and ,o*fi. But 
since Q is epi, this means that h, forks f, and f2. Thus A is strongly finitary. 
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Thus in strongly finitary weak quasi-varieties, the finitary and strongly finitary 
objects coincide. Of course, if (V, U) is finitary but not strongly finitary, the object 
(1 )F is also finitary but not strongly finitary. 
The next theorem characterizes the finitary objects in strongly finitary weak 
quasi-varieties. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose (V, Cl) is strongly finitary. Then an object A in % is finitary 
iff there is a nonnegative integer n and a regular epi 
Q : [n]F+A 
such that ker(e) is a compact congruence. 
Proof. First suppose that Q : [n]F*A is the coequalizer of a compact congruence 8 
on fn)F. We show A is finitary. Let (hi : Bi -L B) be a direct limit cocone in v of the 
direct family (ho : BidBj) and let f : A-+B be a given morphism. Since [n]F is 
finitary, there is an i and a morphism g : [n]F*& such that 
(4.6) 
commutes. Thus g *hi forks 0, so that hiU forks (0 l g)U. Since U preserves direct 
limits, there is some j with is j such that h,U forks (13 lg)U. But U is faithful, so h, 
forks B l g and thus g l h, forks 9. Since Q is the coequalizer of 8, there is a unique 
morphism g’ : A +Bj such that 
e*g’=g* h,. 
But then, 
g’* hj=fv 
since 
and Q is epi. 
Now we prove the converse. Assume A is finitary. By Lemma 4.2 there is a 
regular epi Q : [n]F*A. Let 8 be ker(e). By Theorem 3.47, 8 is the sup of a directed 
family of compact congruences 8i (the finite joins of principal congruences). By 
taking coequalizers ei of 8i in the familiar way, there is a direct family of morphisms 
eij, ic j, with ei*eii=ei, and a direct limit family of the (eU), 
ei,: Bi*A, iel, 
such that for each i, 
ei*eim=Q. 
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Since A is finitary, there is an i and a morphism f : A-B; such that 
ei 'A (4.7) 
Bi -A 
ei, 
commutes. Hence ei, forks eiand @of. Since [n]Fis strongly finitary, there is somei 
with isj such that eii forks ei and e-f. It is now easy to show that f l eii is an 
isomorphism. Indeed, (f*eV)*eiO.=f l eioD= lA, so (f l eii) is manic. But since 
Q l (f l e$ = ej, it follows that (f l eu) is a regular epi, and thus an isomorphism. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark 4.8. Theorem 4.5 is closely related to Lemma 3.2.1 in [2]. 
5. Examples 
We will first give an example of a variety (V, U) which is easy to describe and 
which is not finitary. 
Example 5.1. Let (V, U) be the variety whose objects are all Z-algebras A, where 
Z consists of one function symbol g taking w arguments. Morphisms in V are 
Z-homomorphisms. Let A, be the algebra such that A,U, the underlying set of A,,, 
is [n] and such that the function 
g:A,W-+A, 
is the constant function with value 1. Note that the inclusion functions 
h nm :An-‘Am 
for n I M are homomorphisms. It can be shown that if (h, : A,+L) in % is a direct 
limit of the family (h,,), then LU is uncountable. Hence, the cocone (h,U) cannot 
be an epi-cocone. 
We now give an example of a variety (necessarily not finitary) which does not 
have the cpc property. 
Example 5.2. The category V consists of all ‘w-complete Boolean algebras’, i.e. 
those Boolean algebras A equipped with a function 
inf:A”+A 
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whose value on the o-sequence (al,a2,... ) is the greatest lower bound of the set 
{a ,, . ..}. The functor fJ is the underlying set functor. A morphism in ‘6 is a Boolean 
homomorphism which preserves the function inf. The fact that (Y, U) is a variety 
follows from the fact that V is definable by the set of equations defining Boolean 
algebras as well as the following: 
inf(x,x,x, . ..)=x. 
xiAinf(xl,x2, . ..)=inf(x.,x2, . ..). 
yAinf(xl,x2, . ..) = inf(yAx,, yAx2, . ..). 
In the above equations, x, y,xI, . . . are assumed to be distinct variables. 
Let B be the complete (and hence o-complete) Boolean algebra consisting of the 
power set of N, the nonnegative integers. We will show that the principal 
congruence on B determined by the maximum and minimum elements of B is not 
compact. Note that this congruence is the trivial congruence - each set is congruent 
to every other. 
Let a, be the subset of N consisting of the integers zn. Define the relation -” on 
BU by: 
x-,y iff for all kEa, (kEx iff key). 
It is easy to check that -” is a Boolean congruence which preserves inf. Note also 
that 
-!I- <‘n+l, for all n; 
furthermore, 
a,,-,, N, for all n. 
Now let - be any %‘-congruence such that -,, 5 - for all n. Then 
0=inf(a,,a2 ,... )-inf(N,N ,... )=N. 
Thus, - is the principal congruence determined by 0 and N. But none of the 
congruences -n is the trivial congruence, so that 19(0, N) is not compact. 
Note that in this example, the underlying set functor is not finitary. Furthermore, 
this variety does have the MM property. Indeed, if 2’ is the category of all Boolean 
algebras, the forgetful functor V + 29 has a left adjoint, and each component of the 
unit q is a manic, since every Boolean algebra is a subalgebra of a complete (and 
thus an o-complete) Boolean algebra. Hence, if (hi) is a direct limit in 9 of a direct 
family of monies V, then each h; is manic, since J has the MM property. The direct 
limit in V is the cocone (hi l q), where tl is now the appropriate component of the 
unit. Since q is manic, the composite is also. Hence V has the MM property. 
The next example is a variety which does not have the MM property. 
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Example 5.3. The variety will be defined as the category of all E-algebras satisfying 
two equations. 
The signature C is defined as follows: .& is a singleton set consisting of 1. 222 
consists of the symbols (Y and p. Lastly, &,, contains only the symbol hf. 
Let x,y,xlrx2, . . . be an infinite list of distinct variables. Let ul, u2, . . . be a listing 
of all pairs (xivxj) with i< j. We define 5(x1,x2, . ..) to be the (infinite) term 
inf(a(ul), a&), . ..). 
Then %’ is defined to be the full subcategory of the category of all E-algebras which 
satisfy the following equations: 
/3(x, 1) =x, (5.4) 
P(~,r(~,,~z,...))=P(Y,r(x,,~2 ,... 1). (5.5) 
We now define a direct family of algebras in %. Let the algebra A,, have as 
underlying set the nonnegative integers 0, 1, . . . , n, where 1 _( n. 
The constant 1 is 1 in each algebra A,. The function a is defined on A, by 
a(s, f) = 0 if s = I; 1 ifs#t. 
The function p is defined by 
P(s,t)=s if I= 1; 0 ift#l. 
Lastly, inf on A, is the usual infimum. 
We note the following facts: 
(a) the inclusion function h, : Ai +Aj is a Z-homomorphism, for i 5 j. 
(b) the function T is identically 0 on A,. 
It follows that each A,, belongs to Y. 
Now suppose that A is an algebra in g and (hi : A j+A) is a cocone of morphisms 
over the direct family (hii) above. Let D be the sequence (a,,a2, . ..). where ai= ihi. 
Then we claim that for ic j, aA(ai, ai) = IA; furthermore, rA(a) = IA. 
Indeed, aA(aj,ai) = (a(i,j))hj if i< j, and by definition, if i< j, a(i, j)= 1 in all 
algebras A,, i, j I n. The other part of the claim is proved similarly. 
Thus ifs are any elements of A, 
s = PCs, 1) = KS, r(a)) = /3(f, T(U)) = p(f, 1) = 1. 
Thus A is a singleton algebra, proving that none of the hi is a manic. Since all of the 
hii are inclusions, the category V does not have the property MM. 
Our next two examples are of quasi-varieties which are finitary but not strongly 
finitary. 
Example 5.6. Let a,,, b,, 0,l be constant symbols, for all nonnegative integers n. Let 
_/( be the collection of all models of the infinite implication 
if a,=b,foralln, thenO=l. (5.7) 
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If I/ is the underlying set functor, (A, U) is finitary by the representation theorem in 
the introduction. in order to see U does not preserve all direct limits, it is enough to 
show _kf does not have the d-c property. Let A (=0F) be the initial algebra in ,I and 
let 13,, be the sup of the n principal congruences B(Ui,bi), i<n, on A. If & is 
constructed as in 3.14, it is clear that 0, is not a congruence on A, since a, - b, (&,), 
for all n, but it is not the case that 0 - 1(&J. ~‘4 does have the MM property, so this 
example shows that neither the d-c property nor U being strongly finitary is implied 
by the MM property. 
Example 5.8. In this example, which is due to [l], we let 9 be the collection of all 
abelian groups which are subgroups of products of finite abelian groups; CJ is again 
the underlying set functor. It is easy to show that 3 contains all free abelian groups, 
so that by the representation theorem, (Y, U) is a finitary quasi-variety. The additive 
group G of the rationals mod 2 (i.e. addition is mod 1) has the properties that it has 
no nontrivial finite quotient and every finitely generated subgroup of G is finite. 
These facts imply that G is not in Y but each of its finitely generated subgroups is in 
4. Hence, the direct limit in 9 of the finitely generated subgroups of G is not G (in 
fact, the direct limit in 9 is the singleton group). But the direct limit of these finitely 
generated groups in the category of abelian groups is G itself, so that CJ does not 
preserve all direct limits. Note that this argument also shows that B does not have 
the MM property. 
Our last example shows that even in a finitary variety, a finitely generated algebra 
need not be finitary. 
Example 5.9. Let V be the category of all Z-algebras, where & consists of a 
countably infinite number of constant symbols ao,ul, . . . . Let A be the singleton 
algebra in which ai = aj, for all i and j. Then A is generated by the empty set but is 
not finitary, since A is the quotient of the initial algebra OF by the sup of the 
congruences 6,, where 6, is the least congruence such that ao-ai, for all isn. 
Clearly, this sup is not compact. 
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